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Nader .Assistcnt Describes
Work on Congress Project
_ by Peter B. Macky provide' voters with pertinent information about their erected
According to Congressman Edward G.Biester (R·Pa.) the leading representatives. - by Howard Rosenthal -
topic of conversation in the House cloakrooms this summer was not Contrary to popular opinion, congressmen are quite responsible to Calendar - reform was the
Southeast Asia or the Presidential race bUt the Ralph Nader Congress pressure, In the past, however, pressure has emanated from a few principal issue at the October
Project. Our solons were especially interested in the progress of one special interests while the general public has remained uninformed meeting of the Student Bar
aspect of "Nader's most ambitious project" - the 488 individual and disinterested. Those who seek information are usually Association, held last Thursday.
profiles on congressmen which are being officially released today at unsatisfied. Newspapers have abdicated their responsibilities because The SBA _plans to present its
a series of nationwide news conferences. Since individual members of the prohibitive costs of operating a Washington Bureau_. Those proposal for a revised academic
of Congress have been the subjects of all too little scrutiny in the papers that do, generally allocate little staff energy or money to calendar at the next faculty
past, they were understandably nervous about the impact of the investigative reporting, meeting on Friday, October 20.
profiles on their re-election chances. , - The papers are filled instead with press releases from ' Under the SBA's proposal, fall
Much has already been written about the Project, not all of it congressmen's offices. Of course, the releases are biased-their semester classes would begin one
complimentary. All of the articles and reports in Congressional authors are paid by the-member to write flattering copy. Likewise, week before Labor Day. All
Quarterly, National Journal, and .various newspapers were-written franked mass mailings to constituents contain only favorable examinations ,would be
- by "outsiders." Ken Peterson (whose review of Who Runs Congress? information. District offices rarely contain pertinent information concluded before Christmas,
appears elsewhere in the Advocate) and I worked on different parts available for public scruitiny. allOWing a three-week vacation
of the Project, but we spent many hours discussing its strenqths and Because' the incumbent has so. many advantages in a race against before the start of spring.
,weaknesses. an unknown, understaffed, underfinanced challenger, few ever lose, semester classes. Sprlnqsernester
. I define "fanatic" as a person who, with unSwerving dedication, usually less than one out of nine. The profiles contain information _examinations would end one
pursues a given objective without regard to external realities. In"this which should be systematically disseminated to voters. Most of it .-week earlier: than under the
narrow sense, Ralph Nader is a fanatic. Reasonable people would comes from public sources. Some congressmen, believe it or not, present calendar. A one-week
, have eventually concluded that one summer simply was not long were genuinely happy to talk with us. There are many fine people in reading period prior to
enough to undertake the most massive study of Congress ever. But Congress, and we are hopeful that our profiles, committee studies, exemlnations would be provided
Nader is not reasonable-he has not lost his sense of moral outrage and topics studies will add impetus to the fragile movement for each semester. Classes would
at irresponsible behavior by public and private bureaucrats. internal reform. continue to be scheduled on
Although he is quite a charming fellow, Ralph is bull-headed. This is Every congressman had an opportunity to review the completed religious holidays.
his greatest strength and weakness. profile. Not surprisingly, there were many bruised egos and -livid Such a calendar, approved by
Because of his intractability the Congress Project was conceived, faces. I was quite glad that the members I wrote about took the a substantial majority of
planned, 'carried out, and published. Nader's personal force time to prepare a list of what they considered erroneous statements, - students voting in last spring's
pervaded the entire structure of the Project. His commitment was . misspelled names, and misleading charges. If their criticism was referendum, would permit the
more than financial (he's footing the bill). He read every profile, valid, we changed the profile. law school to meet all necessary
fired off vitriolic letters to antagonistic ~congressmen, gave .Everv profile passed through about four layers of editorial review bar r e qui rements for
Rocknesquepeptalks to demoralized staffers, and was in total before -it was'handed to verifiers who checked footnotes for accreditation. It would permit
command of all aspects of the Project, from paying researchers (he accuracy. Then, the member or his aide read and commented on the students to have a genuine \
signed every check) to negotiating with our publishers. He simply report. Valid comments were integrated into the text, and it was vacation between semesters,
refused to admit he tackled too much. prepared for printing. without tile pressure of
But the rigid adherence to decisions made during the 'planning If you buy a profile, you will undoubtedly come across examinations atter Christmas.
stages in 1971 was almost disastrous. Initially, Ralph decided each typographical errors. I was sadly disappointed to find several in the The grading period of
writershould do 11 profiles. Somehow, he was persuaded to pare profiles I wrote, but this was a rush job. If you overlook typos in examinations would begin after
the number to 9, but his reluctance to face realities in mid.July led the Post,please do the same for us. the end of the Christmas
to a Palace Revolt. His first response to the demand that the quota . Are the reports amateurish and superficial? It is unlikely that this vacation, so that the faculty
be reduced to eight was "1 won't tolerate a. rebellion." Profiles charge. could be levelled at any profile. Even if the first draft proved would also be under no
- Coordinator Joan Claybrook's reaction was to deduct $50 from our inferior, it could be salvaged by a repair crew of editors, verifiers, obligations during the holiday
subsistance wages for each profile dropped. Later, a memorable and re-writers: I have read, or glanced through, perhaps 100 profiles, period.
Nader pep talk calmed the troubled waters. Finally he faced the and.none impressed me as unsatisfactory. The charts alone provide, A motion authorizing the
realities of the situation and dropped the salary cut, reduced the important clues to the type of person your congressman is. SBA representatives to the
quota to eight profiles, and moved the-deadline back a week to Profile writers- were mostly graduate students, although some faculty meeting to bind the SBA
August 21. Profile writers were relieved, but still faced an enormous were still in college. We were admittedly a homogeneous- bunch: to an agreement not to seek
task. An atmosphere of resigned gloom settled over GW's sweltering white, young, well educated, middle to upper income types. Law further-calendar changes during
Strong Hall, where about 100 Raiders were billetted. Gone was that and journalism seemed to bethe disciplines favored by most of us. the next five years was defeated,
sense of selfishness and elan' which characterized the first few Were we naive? No. Unfortunately, since we were forced to do on the grounds that the SBA had
weeks. too many profiles we were unable to really probe anyone member. no power to bind future student
NADER BUREAUCRACY There simply was not enough time to read all the committee governments. A similar motion
The source of much of the frustration felt by profile writers testimony, floor remarks, press releases, and newsletters. We could covering a three-year period was.
during the summer was the oppressive nature ~f the Project's not examine every rollcall vote, every piece of legislation passed, however. •
management structure at 2000 P Street, an unpretentious seven introduced, and every committee vote. I was fortunate-: I had no . The SBA Budget Committee
story office building near DuPont Circle. The Project occupied parts Proxmire, Javits or Mills. an nou nced its tentative
of four floors and included a library; research rooms, typing rooms, The information we pulled together in 488 profiles is valuable allocation of funds for the year.
phone bank, and rooms for verifiers, proofreaders, editors, and and relevant .now. The remainder of the Congress Project Any organization dissatisfied
coordinators. An almost endless stream of memoranda, bulletins, publications, reports on major congressional committees and topics with its allocation may raise its
tables, and errata sheets was the primary method of communication (such as party politics or campaign financing) will be available in - objectlons before the' final
~ithin the Project.A~though Nader bureaucrats are generally very January in hardboun? editions. Ne~the~ th~ profiles n~r the b~?ks budget is approved by the SBA.
fine and dedicated people, they evidence little concern for are supposed to be SUitable for publication 10 the American Political
individuals. Badgering and threats to cut or withhold paychecks Science Review or any other academic publication. They are for the
were all too common. These tactics were justified with the attitude public.
"you knew what you were getting into"-caveat volunteerl The data we have collected from hundreds of interviews, The $10 Law Student Fee no
THE PROFILES - newspapers, and books should prove fertile enough ground for longer exists. Through a failure
Already congressmen are attacking the credibility of their hundreds of PhD theses and scholarly articles. However, if the in communication in the
profiles, claiming they are amateurish,. biased, superficial and Congress Project is to have any impact, somehow the impossible has University administration, many
factually incorrect. Many of these charges may be true in individual to occur. Average citizens must break out of their historic apathy. students were erroneously
cases. every profile writer knows that one summer is not long We are hoping to sell 2000 copies of each profile. That represents charged this fee. All students
enough to do a truly comprehensive analysis of eight congressmen. about one percent of the voting public. Undoubtedly, the members who preregistered for the fall
In fact, only a handful of writers actually completed -eight. The_ and their opponents will each want several to distribute during the semester and' paid full tuition
consensus was that we could have done a superior job on four last days of the campaign, depending upon whether the profile is will receive a refund in
members in a summer. favorable or not. Lobbying groups, universities, and libraries will mid-October. Those students
Does this mean that the -profiles are invalid, superficial, and also buy large numbers, perhaps complete sets. who preregistered and paid
meaningless? Absolutely not. I urge everyone to order the profile of Of course it is unrealistic to assume that more than a few percent, partial tuition will receive a
at least their own congressman and senators. Each report has been of the voters will even scan the profiles of their senators and $10.00 credit on the balance
printed individually in a magazine format. They average about 15 congressman. Family, job, and the pressures of living usually rank owed for fall semester tuition.
pages of single-spaced text, five pages of important statistical above politics in order of importance. But, it would be inaccurate to First year students and students
information, and another couple, of pages of general information assume that the Project has not already had an impact. Congressman who did not preregister were not
about Congress. - Bieste .. claims there is a French word "serieux" which means charged the $10.00 fee and
I think you will find the profiles eminently readable and relevant. "fearful of God." He said that many congressmen were "tres, tres therefore no correction of this
The principal reason for their release prior to the elections is to I serieux" this summer. error will apply to them.
SBA'Seeks
Calendar
Reform
Fee Cut
2-THE ADVOCATE, Wednesday, October 18, 1972 .
Student Bar Association News
SBA President Reports on Progress.
by James Kutcher
Last year a group of students
organized to change the National
Law Center. It. was felt that
student interests were met by
the faculty and administration
with two responses: paternalism
or indifference-neither is
acceptable. The group calls itself
the Ad Hoc Coalition. Members
of it ran the two Calender·
Referenda held last year; and
went before the faculty in the
spring and won, approval of a
make-up exam, proposal
(previously a ,student who
missed an exam had the unfair
burden of having .to waituntil it
was given again-6 to 12 months
later).
In the spring elections, the
Ad Hoc Coalition nominated
from among its members a slate
of 15 students. It ran on a
platform of gaining
specific needed changes' in
the law school, and dealing
with the faculty and
administration on a basis of
equality. The result was a
victory in which James Kutcher
and James Aaron were elected
President and ' Day-Vice
President respectively, and in all,
the Ad Hoc Coalition won,12 of
the 15 positions it sought.
',The Ad ,Hoc Coalition
members working together with
Calendar ReformComm.:
by David Colman
During the last several years there has been, strong' sentiment
expressed by the students in three referenda that the calendar year
should be changed enabling exams to be completed by Christmas
break. However, the students were unsuccessful In persuading the
faculty to adopt and implement the changes for several reasons:
(1) past referenda had too many proposals to showa clear cut
majority for any particular proposal, though the aggregate total for
the proposal for exams before Christmas in these referenda
indicated that the majority of voting students preferred some form
of calendar with exams completed before Xmas.
(2) last Feb's proposal was considered to be filed too late to be
applicable for Sept. 1972
(3) last year's ad hoc refendum was considered too unofficial to
be considered by the faculty and due to poor organization and
communication between the Student Faculty Committee and SBA,
student government support could not be mustered to bring the
proposal and results of the referendum before the facultY
(4) more research was needed to determine how the calendar
change would effect the students.
Another referendum was held during last April's preregistration,
and to insure that the best possible proposal would be presented
before the faculty the following steps were taken: (This is the
proposal to be presented to the faculty on Oct. 20.)
(1) referendum limited to two proposals: the present calendar
and a proposal with exams before Xmas
(2) sponsorship by the Student Faculty Committee
(3) the proposal would be submitted to the faculty in the Fall of
1972 but to be implemented in the Fall of 1973.
(4) a questionnaire was made part of the ballot in order to
obtain information indicating how various types of students felt
they would be affected by a calendar change
(5) advantages and disadvantages of both proposals were
discussed in afact sheet submitted with the ballot
(6) an article appearing in the Advocate shortly before the
referendum explaining the issues and how the voting was to be
conducted and also announced the holding of a hearing by the SBA
on calendar reform
(7) a hearing by the SBA was held shortly before the referendum
(a) the voting package was placed in preregistration packets sent
to the students with the ballots collected at preregistration. This
was done to insure a maximum blanketing of students short of
disrupting classes by conducting the voting in class. .
The results of the preregistration calendar referendum have now
been tabulated: of the students who voted 72% of the Day students
supported the exams before Christmas proposal, 63% of the Night
students supported the exams before Christmas proposal, 70% of
total voting supported the exams before Christmas proposal. .
At the Oct. 20 faculty meeting the students will present their.
proposal to the faculty.
SBA-Faculty Conference Comm.
by James Kutcher
Wednesday, October 11, the first meeting of the recently formed
S.B.A.-Faculty Conference Committee was held. The five faculty
members appointed by Dean Kramer are: Dean Potts, Professors
Rothschild, H.P. Green, Merrifield, and Sharpe. The S.B.A.
members were elected last spring from among elected S.B.A.
representatives. They are: James Kutcher, Jan Levien, James Aaron,
James Phillips, Ray Anderson, Carl Cannon. One of six is an
alternate.
The meeting began with each member of the committee briefly
describing what he or she felt the purpose and function of the
committee is and his or her views on student participation in the
decision making process of the law school.
It Y.es ageed that the committee will meet twice a month.
Co-ehairmen (one student and one faculty member) will be
chosen at the next meeting.
It was decided that for the next meeting (Thursday, November 4)
the faculty members will bring information on the ways in which
students presently do have input on decisions; student members will
bring in ideas and proposals on what the future role of student
input should be.
the other candidates' elected,
formed a new cohesive S.B.A.,
abolishing the Student-Faculty
Committee so that the student
government would be unitary.
. The S.B.A. has sought to
achieve student goals in two
ways:
I. Creation of an
S.B .A.-Faculty Conference
Committee to negotiate
proposals to increase student
participation in the,
decision-making process of the
National ,Law Center. - All
proposals that come from the
Conference Committee 'will' be
subject to S.B.A. and faculty
approval before implementation.
II. Twelve' issue-oriented tuition was paid; a credit totheir
stal)ding committees of the account if they deferred
S.B.A. (membership' and payment. (3) funded - an
chairmanship open to- all law orientation for first year
students) have been set up to students run by B.A.L.S.A. (4)
deal with specific problems and are helping night students by
needed changes. selling parking tickets at night at
To date the S.B.A. has had the law school (5) will bring
several successes: (1) went Calendar ' Reform Proposal'
before September 'faculty before the- October faculty
,meeting with proposal, for, meeting.
creation of S.B.A.·Fac;ulty The faculty and Dean Kramer
Conference Committee and won especially, have been
its approval. (2) got University' cooperative. ,
Students Accounts Office to We have on'ly just begun, and
acknowledge error in charging there is much more, to be
students $10.00 law flile which accomplished. We need and
no longer exlsts.. Students will would appreciate broad sfudent
receive a refund check if fall participation and support.
Communications 'Committee
by Charles Saul .:
Last year the Student Bar
Association was an invisible;
silent, and ineffective
organization. With this, in mind,
a Communications Committee
was formed to establish
communication between the
students and their elected
representatives.
It is hoped that students will
soon: (1) become aware of what
SBA is or is not doing; (2)apply
pressure on their representatives
to get something done; and (3)
be better informed so as to make
educated decisions concerning
various referenda.
The means to accomplish
these goals are: '(1) the SBA
articles in today's Advocate;
(2)the publicizing of SBA
meetings (which, by the way, are
the second _Tuesday of every
month at 7:45 P~M.); (3) the
postinp of minutes in the stalls of
the bathrooms of Stockton and
the Law Library (maybe, just
maybe, someone will then read
the minutes to an SBA meeting);
and (4) the proposal at the next
SBA meeting of the following
motions: (a) that SBA members
be required to speak to certain
classes at least once a month;
and (b) that a question box be
placed in the law school where
students may submit any
question concerning school. SBA
members would try to answer
any and all questions.
Before the year is over, SBA
will undoubtedly need the help
of students in carrying out some
of its goals. It cannot expect
such help, however, unless it
knows of and responds to
student needs. The
Communications Committee will
try to steer SBA in that
direction.
SBA members, -however, are
not mind-readers; and so if you
have a complaint or a suggestion '
concerning the law school,
please bring it before the
Student Bar Association, or at
least contact an SBA
representative.
University Policy .Cornmittee
mammoth undertaking and
discussions are currently in
progress designed to enlist the
aid of other student groups on
campus in this job.
Finally, the committee is
awaiting a line-by-line copy of
·the University budget which has
been promised by the director of
the budget. Upon receipt a
thorough analysis will begin, in
order to select those areas in
which student input may be of
most use.
The committee welcomes all
suggestions .for any projects
directed to betterment of life in
the University as a whole.
Night Students Caucus
by Ron Bookbinder ' be paid on August 1. Meetings
The University Policy halfe been scheduled with
Committee has been functioning -University officials in an effort
in a number of areas. First, the to correct this, inequitable
committee discovered that some situation.
students were charged In addition, the committee
erroneously the obsolete $10 has attempted to negotiate a
law fee. The Committee brought more equitable payment than
this to the attention of the the present $37.50 center fee
University administration and is per semester. Unfortunately the
in the process of communicating prospects in this area are far
the administrative remedies to from bright. The principal
the student body. • proposal which a member of the
The committee has also Universltv administration has
concerned itself with the unfair tentatively, accepted would.
practice of the University involve a censusof users of the
, administration of requiring University center: Obviously
tuition for the fall semester to such a census would be a
Curriculum
Committee
by Hugh Lewis
The curriculum' and
scheduling committee has three
immediate goals: 1. To make the
content and work requirements
of every course conform to the
description of that course as
listed in the National Law
Center catalogue, and vice versa.
2.To attempt to adjust the credit
weights of several courses so as
to insure that the unit credit
received for each particular
course accurately reflects the
amount of time and work
required, both in and outside the
class, to master the subject
matter of the course. 3. To
develop a scheduling svstem for
registration periods, classes, and
exams, with an eye towards
eliminating registration hassles
and seemingly planned, course
and exam conflicts. Interested
students should contact Hugh
Lewis, Ray Anderson, or Carl
Cannon.
by Joan Singleton
In an effort to provide a practical service for evening students,
your 4th. year Rep. Jim Leone has volunteered to sell parking
tickets in the Stockton Lobby.
, JOjn Singleton attempted to lobby for parking discounts. That
proposal met with stiff opposition, but I was told it could be taken
to the University-wide (!arking manager. Reasons given or implied
by Dean Potts were: (1) if night students could park all day for $1
they would do so and walk to work blocking out the day students
whO' arrived later; (2) conversely, day students who study late
would have no incentive· to move their cars to make way for
incoming evening students by 5:30; (3) more parking revenues are
needed to pay for the new and Ill-formed parking lot at 22nd and H;
(4) GWU parking rates for faculty, students, and employees are still
a bargain in comparison to nearby commercial lots.
Night and day students can thank the responsive members Jim
Leone, Fred Souk, Joan Singleton as well as other SBA members for
the abatement of the nuisance bells.
Librory Committee
by Jonathan Neipris
The Library Committee hopes to help improve this essential
component of the law center through its own efforts and those of
the corresponding faculty committee. Topics to be investigated
include fire drills, acceleration of reshelving, protection against
missing volumes and pages, and the policy regarding long term
borrowing by students and others. Complaints and suggestions may
best be forwarded through your SBA representatives.
by Jim Phillips
Since formation last May, the older prisoners and order no
SBA Grievance Committee has by Peter Davis reprisals against any of the
laid dormant. Reported student " ... a filthy example of inmates for participation in the
grievances have been handled man's inhumanity to man." revolt. As yet there are no
individually by SBA council " ... a case study in cruel and assurances that the guards will
members and students in unusual punishment, in the not use unwarranted force and
position to directly help. denial of due process (and) in unjust treatment against the
Now is the time to call a the failure of justice." rebels. There are never absolute
committee responsible for Such is how the American assurances against such reprisals
resolving day-to-day grievance Civil liberties Union, in a report after a revolt.
procedure for establishment here last winter after a two-year, Moreover, the revolt itself has
at the NLC. study, referred to the D.C. jail. caused the prison guards to
Those 'interested please meet While the A.C.L.U. has make specific demands, among
on Wednesday, October; 25, at repeatedly championed, causes which are: an immediate 17%
4:00 in .Hoover Seminar, 4th against clvll.injustlces, its report pay increase; the right to carry
floor library. - on penal conditions has had firearms around the clock
little. if any, impact in spurring (including off-dutY hours);
the government into the long retirement after twenty years of
, a v e rd u e pro c e s s a f service and authority to search
"humanizing" the inhumane the prisoners immediately upon
living conditions and treatment their arrival for detention.
of inmates within' the penal The demand for a 17% pay
system. increase might prove to be the
It doesn't take an exhaustive straw that breaks the back of the
two-year study to determine city administration. Already at a
.that the living conditions in the loss as to how to raise additional
D.C. jail are inhumane. Nor does revenues to cover the pay
it take another two-year study increases of police and firemen
to determine how to eliminate and that proposed from the
the rats, roaches, .overcrowdinq, recent teachers' strike, the
maltreatment, i.e., "cruel and mayor's office, surely wiIJ not
unusual punishment." welcome anv- additional pay
Congress ,has appropriated increase proposals. How many
money for a new jail but more additional tax dollars will
Grievance
Committee
Clinical Law
by Jonathan R. Moore
The committee will spend
several weeks gathering
information on existing
programs, articulating issues, and
formulating concrete proposals
with the goal of revising the
clinical' law proposal of the
1971-72 Ad Hoc Committee. We
will work closely with faculty,
the Legal Aid Bureau, and
interested students in
considering various alternative
suggestions to unify, expand,
and enrich the clinical course
offering at the N.L.C. Some of
the unanswered questions that
must be answered by student
input before this committee will
be able to submit its proposals
to the faculty are: (1) Should
'the students who receive
remuneration for what otherwise
might, be classified "clinical
experience" receive credit for
their work? (2) Should third
year, law, students be, able to
work for one semester full time
and receive full credit? (3) lsthe
tuition money students are
paying for clinical work (well
over 100 hours of clinical work
w i I Ire c e i v e credit this
semester) being appropriately
spent?
->,
SBA Comms.
The Student Bar Association
has twelve issue oriented
standing committees.
Membership in the committees is
open to aIJ students. We urge
you to participate.
The committees are: Calendar
Reform (introduction of an
exam before Christmas
schedule), Clinical Law,
Communications, Curriculum
and Schedules, Evaluations of
Professors" Grading Reform,
Grievance, Library Policies,
Night Caucus,Placement,
Physical Facilities, University
Policies.
If you are interested contact
the S.B.A. office. Harlan Brewer
House, 714 21st Street, N.W.
(676-7150) ,
$$$
Successful recreational
land salesman, who is
law student, wants
other law, students to
work for his company.
Earn $lS0-$300/wk.
part time.
836-5387
Causes and Consequences
Of the D.C. Jail Revolt
construction as not yet begun.
At the time of publication this
writer could not find out why.
The revolt of D.C. jail inmates
ended on the 100th anniversary
of the completion of the massive
and ugly red brick and sandstone
building, As reported by the
A.C.L.U.; it is one of the five
most overcrowded jails ~n the
United States, with as many as
1100 prisoners in a facility built
for 550.
The true injustice
contributing to the overcrowded
conditions is the fact that most
, of, the inmates, in the D.C. jail
are there awaiting, trial. This is
the crux of what the inmates
wanted to talk about and bring
to the attention of the general
public - the extremely long
detention before trial. They got
their chance to talk about it in
the U.S. District Court but
nothing could be done, at least
not insofar as having their
specific trials expedited or
themselves ordered released, as
that authority rests solely in the
D.C. Superior Court. What the
U.S. District Count did was to
separate the juveniles from the
the residents of D.C. have to pay
to meet the demands of public
servants?
The greater question is why
the D.C.' jail revolt ocCurred -
indeed had to occur. The revolt,
as most other prison revolts, was
an inevitable consequence of the
prevailing consciousness in' our
society -. namely, not caring (United Givers Fund - United Black Fund)
about one's fellow man. FUNDRAISINGWEEKEND,
One cannot help but conclude November 3 & 4
that 'the government is not .1... ----- __ -- __=:__.......=::-":::::
immediately concerned with nor I~K==~UC=:=;)UC=--,,~~-=>n<:=::>~~
ultimately committed to I~COCKTAILS PIZZA, STEAKS [
providing healthy living: !
conditions and hu~an treatment 11 " , ,
to inmate~. If this w,ere not true, ~ ~ ~.
our government would not have, I
a 110, iNed,present penal conditions ' ~
and maltreatment to exist, let
alone to persist. This lack, of ~ ._ ....... ----.. [
concern and commitment must
be shared with the government Restaurant & Lounge
by those "law abiding citizens" ~ 1911·13 PennsylvanIa Ave., NW [
who are solely concerned with
"getting the criminals and 'l~ {3etidi«e
accused criminals off the streets ~ I
into a jail" and not with the .
conditions of the jail and the Moderate Prices 2 Blocks from Campus
treatment of the inmates. Such a
lack of concern and n CREDIT CARDS 338-0664
commitment is in itself criminal·-lb=:>u<==X»<:::::=X»<:::::=X~K::::::::>{.c::::..
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'A View of Nader's
Congress Project
by Ken Peterson
The first volume of Ralph Nader's Congress Project is out. It
entitled Who Runs Congress? and has been written by three NadE
regulars: Mark Green, James Fallows, and David Zwick. The book
intended as sort of a foreplay volume, raising the problerr
confronting Congress in such a titillating fashion that readers an
libraries will be prompted to go out and buy later Congress Projer
publications.
I review Who Runs Congress? from a unique perspective, since
worked on the Congress Project this summer. I opposed the book i
the lower 'councils of Naderdom when it was announced i
mid.July, chiefly because I thought it impossible to put together
credible book in two months. But after seeing the work, I gave it
qualified approval. Sort of like a 75 on American Bandstand--I Iik
the sound and the beat but it's still hard to dance to.
Generally, books on Congress can be divided into two type:
stuffy academic tomes, and insider tell-all reports of varying degree
of scandal. The latest of the tell-all school is Congressman Do
Riegle's diary, 0 Congress! Learned and/or amusing as both thes
types of books may be, they don't tell much about power i
Congress. 'The result is that the closest most of us get to finding ou
how our national legislature works is memorizing thos
bill-becomes-a -law flow charts in eighth grade. After that poirn
power in Congress is regarded as too nasty and complicated fa
decent, common folks.
, Greeriand company try to rectify this lack of knowledge in ~,
Runs CongressTfhe book is outlined to demonstrate where power i
at in Congress. Different chapters deal with campaign financin~
lobbyists, Congressional leadership, the executive-Iegis/ative battle
criminal congressmen, congressional folkways, and the work 0
members of Congress. The book winds up telling how citizens cal
influence the work on Capitol Hill. With some notable exception
such as power by knowing floor procedure, the book's outline is
clear-headed view of Congressional power.
The book highlights misuses of power few citizens know about
Of particular fascination is control by the Office of Managemen
and Budget (OMB) over federal spending. OMS is supposed tl
prepare budgets, and review impact and worth of federal program!
/t does this through allocating spending of all federal agende
before Congress gets budget requests. OMB screens all executiv
branch witnesses before they go up to Capitol Hill to make thei
pitch. And after Congress appropriates funds, OMB impounds then
when it feels, the money could be better spent. In 1971 OME
impounded 12 billion dollars.
Because of their time crunch, (the book was written in tw(
months) Green and company did little research of their own
Instead they rewrote stuff that has already been published. The'
used little of the research compiled by the 1,000 person Congres
Project because it wasn't yet in usable form. So their book amount
to a big compilation of already reported sins and shortcomings, ,
worthy objective in itself. Just as you forget how many hits,
recording artist has had until you hear him sing them all, you forge
how often members of Congress get themselves into scrapes witt
the law" Today with big time ripping-off centered in the Exeeutivt
branch, we forget juicy' items like the Thomas Dodd affair anc
Adam Clayton Powell's profligate ways.
The big problem with this rehashing of second-hand material i:
that the writers fill their book with material produced by other:
that just doesn't fit into their outline. Newspapers and magazine:
usually concentrate on individuals rather than institutions. because
people, not structures, sell.
But in Congress, the problem is that we have an outrnodec
structure that also happens to have outmoded individuals in tht
seats of power. A change in personnel won't make a very bi!
difference. For example, Green and company in their chapter or
congressional leadership spend 2% pages on the power of committer
chairmen, then devote 12 pages to discussing faults and foibles 0'
individual committee chairmen. The impression too many reader:
will have is that if we get rid of the current crop of irresponsible
cut-throats, everything is going to be hunky-dory in Congress. I'
ain't so. The place needs a thorough overheul, not a change in faces
lJGF-lJBF
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The Nader Report
community certainly found out
about us in a hurry. In the past
week we have been offered a
high school rights case, 3 gay
rights case, and a necrophiliac
rights case."
"Splendid, Comrade Clerk I
May we have the particulars,
please?" _
"Well, in the first case, a high
school junior was arbitrarily
suspended until she shaves off
her beard, in the second case a
gay activist wants to set a
precedent by suing his' lover's
paramour for alienation of
affections, and in the third case
the Necrophile Liberation Front
wants us to draft a model statute
legalizing necrophilia in cases of
consenting corpses over the age
of 21:'
"Indeed," said the chairman.
"Anyone else?"
"Only the Democratic
'National Committee; they
wanted us to have their
Congressional Caucus declared,
an endangered species before
,November 7, but I told them
that the action would probably
be dismissed as frivolous."
"Quite right," agreed the
chairman. "It's astounding how
many. of our actions are'
dismissed for that very reason.
But tell me, Comrade Clerk,
haven't we been contacted by
any paying clients?"
"Oh yes, Comrade Chairman,
I received a call only this
afternoon from the manager of
Ping Pong's Chinese Restaurant.
One of their' patrons is suing
them - he claims the Kissinger
Special gave him ptomaine
poisoning:'
"Excellent! And if we, take
the case we'll be paid?"
, "Not exactly. They said if we
take the case and win we'll get a
year's supply' of fortune
cookies:'
by Harold C. Gomon perfectly well that every
Dawn at the D.C. Peoples' document we would have had to
Law Commune - also known as file in a case like that would
'Walden'South or Animal Farm require twenty copies for the
West - a noble experiment is appropriate agencies and double
now in its third week of bare that number to serve all
subsistence: the idea that a free interested parties. Would you
community of equals can care to wear out your fingers
successfully engage in the knocking off all those carbons?"
practice of law in Our Nation's "Yeah," agreed another
Capital. It has not been an easy secretary, "why can't we have a
undertaking; most people have Xerox machine?"
laughed at it, but then most
people laughed at the Edsel, too. ' "On our budget?" recoiled
However, it is without' a "doubt the chairman in homor, "Don't
that the new commune is where be ridiculous:'
the action is, as this account of "All the same," persisted the
its latest weekly meeting will secretary, "it might help:'
readily demonstrate. "Impossible, Comrade
"The meeting will now come Secretary:'
to order," announced the - "Well, then it might help if we
Chairman, rapping his' gavel. could get a couple of electric
"Before we get down to typewriters:'
business, we will first have a "Out of the question,
minute of silence for our dear Comrade Secretary:'
departed comrade, Oliver Barrett "Well, then it might help
IV, who was taken from us last if ... "
Monday by a sudden offer of "If you were to learn how to
$30,000 a year from Covington type in the first place, Comrade
and Burling. A distressing loss, Secretary," said the chairman
comrades, particularly in light of annoyed, "or file, take dictation,
his state of min d at the time. or answer the Peoples'
Why, his last words to me were Telephone instead of
'Don't knock the Establishment monopolizing it for personal
until you've tried it:" calls. I seriously begin to suspect
Precisely sixty seconds later, you of having a capitalist
the chairman resumed: "Is there mentality:'
any old business?" ,"Well!ll" huffed the offended
"There is, Comrade secretary, speechtesswith insult.
Chairman;" began one of the "In any event," continued the
commune's attorneys, "1 just chairman, "it will do us no good
thought that our secretaries 'to bemoan the loss of a single
would like to know that the client when the repressive
environment case 'which they climate of our sick imperialistic
made us turn down at the last society assures 'us of dozens.
meeting has gone to an' Comrade Clerk, let us now have
-Establishrnent firm for a nice tat your report on those potential
fee, simply because they 'chose clients who have requested our
to be unreasonable:' services:'
, '
"Because we chose, to be
unreasonable!" retorted one of
the secretaries, "You know
It is easy to allow the McGovern-Nixon contest which will
culminate three weeks from now to obscure the fact that November
7th w'e will also be asked to vote for the man or woman who will
represent us in Congress for the next two or six years. There will be
488 Congressional incumbents this November who will try to ease
themselves back into control of the fiefdoms that they have
personally staked out in the national legislature. In most cases they
will succeed, whether or not they have served the public or even
their own constituents with any semblance of competence or
concern. This is because of the well known advantage the
incumbent has when the average voter steps inside the voting booth.
The incumbent's name is probably well known either through local
media coverage or because the voter has glanced at his
Congressman's newsletters from time to time, and there is a
tendency to vote for the man who has the "experience:' Yet, the
advantages of incumbency are almost always undeserved. Mere
notoriety or public identification speaks to none of the
Congressman's skills as a legislator (for example: Spiro Agnew is not
a better man because his name has at last become a "household
word") nor should mere "experience" be a consideration in favor of
reelection; after all, a Congressman may have experience exclusively
~n favoring special interests and selling out his constituents. And so,
If the average voter is determined not to allow incumbency to be an
element in the calculus of his choice of Congressman this November
he is likely to be confroted with a choice between two persons
about whom, fundamentally, he knows nothing.
Ralph Nader's, Congressional Project, retails' of which are
reported elsewhere in this paper, is an heroic attempt to fill ' in '
this void in our substantive knowledge about these incumbent
Congressmen. Today, Nader will release to the public reports on
these 488 incumbent Congressmen in the hope of informing as
many of the electorate as possible as to the voting records; public
and private positions, and personal qualifications of these men and
women who will ask for yet another term.
Many Congressmen, both liberal and conservative resisted Nader'
charging that the publication of a detailed report about an
incumbent just before election day, was unfair without the issuance
of a similarly detailed report about his challenger. The fact that this
~rotest was even made reveals a great deal about the protesters, for
It assumes that the Nader report will be unfavorable and thus ought
to be balanced by unfavorable reports concerning the opponent.
But beyond that, we think that the charge of unfairness cannot be
sustained. If incumbents went into an election without the
un.earned and unwarranted advantage of incumbency, then there
mIght be some substance to the charge of uneven treatment but the'
robes of incumbency, as we all know, exercise a profound
psychological effect upon the electorate, and the incumbents ought
not to cry foul when Ralph Nader attempts to correct the balance
with a little information about them.
,"Certainly, Comrade
Chairman," said the senior clerk.
"1 must say that the free
'Clean' White Hands Still Dirty
fact, as subsequent investigations. reported that the Pentagon was
by Edward J. Kiley revealed, there was not a single' !taking no action to attempt to
Mr. Kiley's byline was shred of evidence linking the find any possible survivors, and
inadvertandy dropped from his black troops to the event. Not to that the action ruled out any
column in the Oct, 4th issue of be thwarted by this lack, the back pay for survivors or their
th Ad ' commandant' of Ft. Brown descendants, All of this wase vocate, which was
en titled "The Legal ordered the unit assembled on blithelvreported by the media
_Employment Derby. " ,the parade ground. He, then without comment, even though
demanded that the "guilty" men the Post and Globe articles were
In these modern tlrnes.ias-the ,step forward. Not one man of an editorial, as opposed to a
public is becoming more aware moved. President Theodore 'straight "news," nature. All
To the Editor: of military impropriety and Roosevelt ordered' that - the three articles also contained the
At the risk of turning this page subterfuge, many of us entire rpembership of Companies statement by the Pentagon
of the Advocate into a forum for apparently are under the B" C, and D of the First spokesman that while Secretary •
petty debate, I wish to briefly impression that this state of Battalion .be "discharged of the Army Froehlke's action .
reply to Ms. Georgia Springer's affairs is a relatively" recent without honor" for "this changing the discharges to
letter, appearing in theOcotber development. Not so, as an conspiracy of silence." "Honorable" would not do the
4 issue, criticizing my initial announced Pentagon statement, A Senate investigation of the men involved, or, their
article, unfortunately entitled ,clearing 167 black soldiers of affair, conducted a short time .descendants, any good, the
"Fear and Loathing in wrongdoing, clearly shows. afterwards by Senator James "Secretary felt the record should
Washington". The story behind this move is . Foraker of Ohi~,not only be cleared and did so:' Let's
Ms. Springer, the article in extremely interesting and is cleared . the troops of any have three cheers for Secretary
question was directed solely at rep?rted here only because three wrongdoing, but uncovered Froehlke. .
those students for whom the major newspapers gave the substantial evidence that the The amount of moneYowed to
first year at the' NLC was also' event only minimal coverage, actual shooting was carried out these men and/or their survivors
their first year in D.C. More and even at. that, seem to have by white vigilante types who and descendents has not been
specificallY,1 was trying to make totally . ~ISS~ _ • the boat had been trying to get calculated. However, the orily
those individuals aware of what concernm~ Its slgOlflcance. Brownsville declared off limits, way any of it will ever reach
were some of my first .Ac~ordlng to the records, at to the black soldiers, and who these men or their families is by
impressions during my initial mldOlght,August 13, 1906, 16 to knew that the citizens would one of 'those "special"
months here. You see I came 20 armed men rodethrough the blame the troops. Despite this, congressional acts we so often
from the New York area and was, streets of Brownsville, Texas, nothing was done. hear about, and whether this
naturally expecting Washington ~iring pistols ,and rifles wildly The story of "the Brownsville type of relief is possible seems
to be if not the same then into peoples homes. One Affray," as it came to be known, .doubtful. The question which
certai~IY not far removed from resident. ~as killed and several and recent : action by the r:emains unanswered by any of
N.Y.C. I was mistaken. However, other~ Injured. Blamed for the Pentagon was reported by the the three articles, however, is
rather than allowing D.C:s own s~ootmg w~re members of the Star and the Post here in not whether any compensatory
unique personality through, I First Battalion, 25th Infantry, Washington, and by the Boston action will be taken, but for
simply turned it off and spent an all black unit stationed at Globe. In all three items, it was whose benefit was the correction
most of my first few months n~a~by Ft. B~~wn. A series of reported that the case was of the records made - the'
here bewailing my fate. - • military enqumes and a county dis co v ere d d uri ng a Republican ' Administration's
Your criticism also centers on grand jury investigation," h ~ ~ s e ~ I e ani n g" 0 f Secretary of the Army, or the
however, failed to substantiate administrative and judicial, men who were so cruelly and
claims of the townspeople. In records. The stories further unjustly treated 66 years ago?
the advocate
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
I agree with' Steve Clark
(Advocate, 9/20, page 4, "Law
Seen as Hostile to Change") that
people are the source of change
or non-change and that law is
not such a source. I disagree
with his assertion that, in this
country, the law is the
continuing province of "the
ruling class" and cannot be a
means, for the people to
effectuate social change due to
their personal changes, case law
or statutes can effectuate that
change: Brown v. Board of
Education et seq., and the
emerging abolition of military
conscription (the draft) for
example. People can and do
flip-flop, using the law to
compel others, hopefully, to do
the same: Constitutional
provisions for slavery then
freedom for Negroes (now
respectfully termed Blacks),
male enfranchisement, then
female voting rights, state
control of alcohol then Federal
prohibtion then state control,
for example.
(See LETTERS. p, 8) (See KILEY,p. 8)
Why Nixon Will Win Again
by Art Lesenaer But to say that there may be
The people of the United significant rumblings extending
States will probably give Mr. to the Middle America Heartland'
Nixon and his presidency an is not to say that the President is
Qverwhelming vote of in danger of losing the election.
confidence in this November's The people are probably going
election. The question to be to vote for Mr. Nixon and vote
answered is why? for him big regardless of what
Day after day another turns up. The success of the
executive scandal is uncovered campaign 'lies with the people.
and with each new day the The driving force in ,Mr. Nixon's
former is forgotten. Although campaign is the faith the citizens
five men were caught red handed have in their President. That is'
in a spying attempt at the the major reason why Mr.
Democratic Party's Watergate McGovern 'can't break things
headquarters, and one of them is open. The people of this country
now clearly established to have are tired' of the tumultuous 60's;
, been 'working for the Grand Old tired of 'emotional spasm and
Party, the American people have civil disorder. They are seeking
not ,expressed concern. The security and President Nixon
personal tragedy that Mr. Muskie fills that need. This undercurrent
has apparently suffered also goes will carry him to reelectlon.>
unnoticed; it hasn't been proven, There are many voters who
but there is evidence to suggest are upset' with the current
Republican foul play. The ITT administration's turmoils, yet
affair, the Grain' Deal, the who will not vote for Mr.
Mex ican bank accounts and McGovern. He poses too many
. money . contributions .... it uncertainties. To give the highest
seems to go on ad infinitum .and and mostpowerful office in the
'ad nauseum.. Rumor has it that world to him is an unreasonable
'the timing of the Eagleton affair risk to most people. His
was orchestrated by the positions on important matters
Committee to Reelect the like tax reform are as nebulous
President. How utterly tragic and changing as passing clouds.
that would be if it were so. His position on Vietnam runs
All the scandal issues are against the instinct of pride of
complicated by 'sophisticated our nation's citizens. His party's
legal isms and theoretical' position on busing surely
abstractions that tend to confuse ,alienates the citizens of various
the average citizen. If the states especially since Mr. Nixon
Eagleton sabotage rumor is has at least' given all the
substantiated in fact it might appearances of supporting a
change the tune of the campaign Congressional bill to bar the use
and shake things up in of busing to establish racial
Washington. The issue to surface integration in public schools.
from this type of scandal the There is too much going
people can undEirs,tand. «c. against Mr. McGovern both
imposed by himself and the
surrounding political realities for
him to prevail in November. His
difficulties are compounded by
the fact that his campaign is
open to the press who can and
have been pounding away on the
inside. Regardless of what the
reader thinks of Mr. Nixon's
campaign press tactics,
McGovern is not any better off
the way he is running things
now. He has been unable to
draw Mr. Nixon into the fire of
debate and a one-to-one
confrontation of issues and
ideas. As a result of this, his
organization has taken the
greatest damage, while the
President is dramatically secure
in the White House. As long as
there is no public call Mr. Nixon
will stay there ... for another
term.
Through all this, the
American political dream seems
more like the American political
fantasy. The mystique of power .
and 'the current urgency for
political and personal security
will carry Mr. Nixon again to the
top of the mountain. Where this
country will go from there is
anybody's guess. If anything
good should come out of what is'
currently going .on in the
executive branch of our
government, it would require
that the President harshly
discipline his wayward
subordinates. If, on the other
hand, no reproach is
forthcoming, Mr. Nixon's wave
three years hence will break
under the strain of
disillusionment as the ocean
laves break against the reefs.
Advice on CourseSelection
by Steve Clark because it is there that you can prudent, much less an interesting
During .mv first year at the really begin to learn what's course of study. But both stuck
law school I got some advice on behind the 'system' - how it with me. I think I listened to
course selection which I have 'works and why it works that Mike because he was obviously
since followed. As it turns out, I way. That knowledge is essential committed. I listened to Whitey
think it was good advice. To the to anyone who. wants to because he seemed to have
first and second year students, formulate alternatives." found a way to live with law,
I'd like to pass it along - along" Mike was an anarchist and a something I have 'been searching
with some advice of my own. communist, I think. His for since I started here ..
I ca~e to-law schoo.1 anxi~us perspective, certainly, wasn't I haven't taken any clinical
to beqin to learn the skills which mine at, the time. (Times law' - except Banzhaf which I
I felt would enable me to help change.) But he wasn't trying to recommend because he leaves
others and myself enact radicalize me or even convince you completely on your own.
meaningful social change. I was me. He simply spoke his view as I've stuck to the basics. I took
disappointed with .the flrstvear's matter-a-factly as the weather. tax the first semester of my
classroom, _. CUrriculum and Take it or leave it. second year - Weaver was awful,
anxious to get into clinical law. but I gather Hambrick is' worse
Then one day, I' met Mike, a Much later that year I spoke in many ways. I took
third year law student;' as we with Whitey, another third-year corporations that spring. I'll
passed each other in the hallway student. Whitey's politics were finally get to business planning
of the Switchboard building on hardly defiant. While to Mike, next spring. I'm happy with the
20th Street. Mike, it turned out, May Day probably meant an choices I made except for the
had been putting in a lot of time angry day in the streets, to time wasted in things like
recently working on the Cuban Whitey it probably was the environmental law. I avoided
venceremos program and had pleasant ~ftern~on concert two labor law and administrative law,
hoped to make the trip that days ea!her w~th a bottle of and I doubt I'll ever miss them.
spring to help harvest the Cuban. a~ple wine. WhItey kne~ ",:,here I've tried to fill in my schedule
sugar crop. However, the D.C. hls he~d. was; h.e Just dldn t let with basic courses like conflicts,
program was in the control of the politlcs doml~ate. domestic relations, neqotlable
the blacks, it looked like reverse Whitey lived in the same instruments arid sales. At the
racism (it was 1970) was going house as Mike. I imagine they same time, I'm trying to take
to keep him from getting one of shared many views on law. some things like jurisprudence or
the coveted places. Whitey, though, seemed to have American legal history Wlich give
That bothered him personally, a different perspective. He even, me time to try to develop my
.but, in the spirit of the times, he took Banzhaf's clinical law own independent feelings about
could accept and understand course and did well in it. He the law. The one extraneous
Why he wasn't going to go. Mike seemed . pleased with the course which I have taken and
was also working full time at the experience. But I asked him enjoyed was public policy and
Statler as a waiter. Sometime in what course he thought was the the mass media taught by Barron
between he went to law school. most useful. (now dean at Syracuse law
So we talked about that. "The best was business school) who was an
"1 came to law school to planning. No kidding," he said, acknowledged expert on the
study the enemy. All that "you learn more practical, useful subject. That course taught a lot
clinical law is so much bullshit. law in business planning (the of constitutional law (tst
It diverts you from your most prerequisites are corporations Amendment, especially),
important purpose, and it was and tax) than in any other something Dixon was unable to
put there to buy you off. The course in this law school." teach.
best courses to take are things When I first heard these bits
like' tax and corporations of advice, neither seemed (See CLARK, p. 8) •
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The D.C. Arts Scene
by Jeff Menick
There have been .so many cultural events of worth
happening. around D.C. recently that it really requires a
fortune and an enormous amount of time to keep up with
everything. I find that it would be very easy for me to spend
seven nights a week going out to different shows of different
kinds.
Pippin, the musical which had a brief, pre-broadway tryout
run at the Kennedy Center Opera House, was an extremely
entertaining show. The staging, lighting, costuming, and
scenery were very imaginative, and the performances of the
two male principals, Ben Vereen and John Rubenstein,
revealed a vitality that is all too often missing from "big"
musicals.
The show was far from flawless. The pacing is horrible, the
first half drags in the middle, and the play dies eight-tenths of
the way thrcugh, especially since the ending doesn't work
well-yet. I'm sure that the show will be tightened up before it
opens in New York, but the opening scene atone is almost
worth the price of admission.
The Rothschilds, which is just ending at the National, came
here the "other" way. D.C. either gets pre-Broadway tryouts
or road shows of New York hits, and this fell in the latter
category.
. The show is good, held together by a strong book, instead
of great music, but its fJaw is its own contrived foolishness.
Done by many of the people involved in Fiddler on the Roof,
there is an effort to reap the same crop and it doesn't quite
make it.
The play is very enjoyable. The acting of Theodore Bikel, .
when he played Mayer Rothschild and not Tevye, was
outstanding, and the sons were all at least competent, even if
most of them looked like the goyim they were.
Upcoming theatre events include the fabulous thriller Sleuth
at the National, Arthur Miller's new play at JFK, and The
Hostage at Arena, as well as the American Ballet Company at
the Kennedy Center for the next two weeks.
Musically, there is so much going on that it is almost absurd.
The National Symphony opened its subscription season last
week with two world premieres, Stephen Burton's
"Dithyramb" and Oliver LaMontaine.'s "Wilderness Journal,"
which was my first hearing of the phenomenal organ in the
. Concert Hall. Ives' "Holiday's Symphony" was the closing
piece, and it was a delightful concert.
~&nt~t~----
The National is becoming a very solid unit under the
leadership of Antal Dorati. The sloppiness of past years is fast
disappearing, and the symphony is becoming pleasant to hear.
Not yet one of the top orchestras in the country, it is in the
evolutionary stage of becoming a first-rank symphony. It is
such an improved body that no one section may be singled out
for praise.
Dorati, however, as both conductor and musical director,
must be praised. His willingness to add to the repertoire by
including newer and lesser known works in the classical idiom,
his selection of James de Priest as Associate Conductor, and
his own work in leading the orchestra out of the depths to
which it sank during the Howard Mitchell years, all deserve
high praise. The biggest drawback to the season, in fact, is that
Mitchell still, conducts three concerts.
Anyone who doesn't take advantage of the Kennedy
Center's half-price deal to see at least one concert, play, and
dance each semester is depriving .himself of the education he
came to Washington to receive.
The National Collection of Fine Arts at 9th and G, N.W.,
has a photography exhibit on display that features thework of
a G.W. professor and his class's study of the inner city, and the
works of a college instructor at Goddard College in Vermont.
. The iexhibit uses the contrast of the inner city and rural
America today to attempt to understand America today.
Although I haven't had a chance to see the exhibit, yet, it's
there until November 13, so I'll comment on it next time.
In the realm of pop music, I saw Harry Chapin at the Cellar
Door a couple of weeks ago, and I really enjoyed the show.
I really didn't know anything abouthim except that he had
been a cabdriver and had knocked around the music business
for a while. Last winter he had a big hit song, "Taxi," about a
fare he picked up who was a former lover. He performed not
only. stuff from the early album, but he just released a new
one, "Sniper and other Love Songs," and he did a lot of stuff
from that. . ,
Chapin is a story teller, and a good one. He sets his tale to
music and uses a very unusual backup group to vary the works.
A cellist, lead guitar and bass, with Chapin playing rhythm
guitar, creates some very effective mood, pieces. One cut off
the new album, "Better Place to Be," really knocked me out.
The story of a one-night stand with a pickup in a diner, the
line "I don't know where I'm going', but anywhere's a better
place to be" kind of tears the listener up. It was better in
person than on the album, but its still worth picking up on.
One of the few albums I've been able to recommend whole
heartedly is by a group with the unlikely name of Dan Hicks
and His Hot Licks. A California group, they are about as
weird·looking as their name. Esquire magazine recently called
them the Spike Jones of Rock, but I have really been diggin'
their music.
I'd never heardof them till they appeared in town over the
summer, and WHFS started playing their music. They already
have three albums out, one on Epic and' two on Blue Thumb,
(See MENICK, p. 7)
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It Sounds
Incredible
BUT EVELYNWOOD GRADUATES CAN READ
THE GODFATHER IN 64 MINUTES
AtThat Speed, The 477 Pages Come Ac~ss
With More Impact Than TheMo~ie.
In Living Blood, You Might Say.
You can do it, too. So far over 550,000 other people have done it. People who
have different jobs, differentlQs, different interests, different educations have-
completed the course. Our graduates are people from all walks of life. These
people have all taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent:
educator. Practically all of them at least tripled their reading speed with equal or
better comprehension. Most have increased it even more.
Think for a moment what that means. All of them-even the slowest-now read
an average novel in less than two hours. They' read an entire issue of Time or
Newsweek in 35 minutes. They don't skip or skim. They read every word. They
use no machines. Instead, they let the material they're reading determine how
fast they read. And mark this well: they actually understand more, remember'
more, and enjoy more than when they read slowly. That's right I They
understand more. They remember more. They enjoy more. You can do the same
thing-the place to learn more about it is at a free speed reading lesson.
. This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint Chiefs of Staff take.
The staff of President Nixon completed this course in-June 1970. The same one
Senators and Congressmen have taken. - '
Come to a Mini-Lesson and find out. IUs free to you and you will leave with a
better understanding of why it works. One thing that might bother you about
your reading 'speed is that someone might find out how slow it is. The
instructors at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Free Speed Reading lesson
will let you keep your secret. It's true we practice the first step to improved
reading at a Mini-Lesson and we will increase your reading speed on the spot, but
the results will remain your secret. Plan to attend a free Mini-Lesson and learn
that' it is possible to read 3-4-5 times faster, with comparable comprehension.
-~-------SCHEDULEOFFREEMINI·LESSONS----------.
TUESDAY
OCTO~ER 24
3pm& 8pm
THURSDAY
OCTOBER 26
3pm & 8pm
CONCORDIA UNITED CHURCH
CORNER 20TH & G STREETS, N.W..
.(ACROSS STR~ET FROM CAMPUS)
EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
Pastore Plays Ring Around Rozelle
by Howard Rosenthal
The National Football
League's decision, announced
last week, to permit this year's
Super Bowl game to be televised
live in Los Angeles if the game is
sold out ten days in advance,
may be only the. first stage of
the league's effort to prevent
Congress from . amending the
antitrust exemption which
makes possible the league's
national network television
.package.
The league in' the past has
prohibited all telecasts of games
in cities where the games are
being played. In recent years,
this "blackout" policy has been
modified to permit televising of
other games in .those cities.
Naturally; local fans are more
interested in. their home team's
game than in the imported
games. In cities such as
Washington, where all games are
sold out on a season-ticket basis,
football fans who can't buy
tickets are trying to force the
league to permit the televising of
any home game which is sold
out at least 48 hours in
advance. Senator John Pastore
has suggested that Congress may
require the National Football
League to follow that policy if it
does not do so voluntarily.
It is difficult to take seriously
the claim of some of the
supporters of this proposal that
football fans have an inherent
"right" to watch the games of commercial sales.
their favorite team. Professional Since only games that are
football is a business, and within already sold out would be
the provisions of the antitrust affected by this policy, gate
exemption the owners may sell revenues would not decline at
the television rights to their all. Even if fans waited until the
games in any manner they television deadline before buying
choose. tickets, remaining tickets would
While the football fans have still be sold once fansknew that
no such righ't, they do have an a game would not be televised. If
undeniably strong interest in a games did not sell out, they
modification of the present would remain blacked out.
policy. Congress can legislate to The owners also claim that
satisfy that public interest, but televising home games might
such legislation should not be encourage some ticket-holders to
necessary. The National Football remain home, particularly in bad
League should take the action weather, with a resulting loss of
on its own, if for no other revenue from parking and
reason than the desire for profits. concessions. The amount
which motivates the present involved, however, is slight in
comparison to revenue from
policy. ticket sales' and television. An
The NFL's attitude toward increase in television revenue
television is the product of the . could more than compensate the
philosophy of Bert Bell, Pete owners for such potential losses.
Rozelle's predecessor, who Thus, ending the present
feared that competition from blackout rule need not hurt the
televised football would hurt profits of the National Football
NFL attendance. Bell's era League owners, and could even
ended long before the National be a means of increasing them.
Football League negotiated the The teams would be better off,
contract which presently earns the networks would make
each ·team $1.6 million annually greater profits, the sponsors
from the sale of television rights. would reach much larger
Professional football is a audiences, the fans would see
television show today, and, the games they want, and
improving the show's ratings by Senator Pastore would be happy.
televising home games would If the interest of the fans alone
enable the leilgue to demand and isn't sufficient reason for the
receive higher compensation NFL" to change its policy,
from the networks, who would perhaps some of the other
in turn receive higher rates for considerations will be.
Menick,from p.5
and their newest, "Strikin' it Rich," is a knockout. One cut
alone makes the album worth buying. "1 Scare Myself" is
perhaps the best single cut I've listened to all year. Haunting
vocal harmonies with a fantastic violin riff in the middle, the
song has me playing the album for everyone, and urging them
to rush out and buy it.
I' guess the, incredible volume of very pedestrian .and
ordinary albums released draws me to the unusual, and the
Persuasions are pretty unusual. A group of black guys who sing
a capella (without accompaniment), these men know what
harmony is all about.
Their music reflects the R & B groups of the fifties like the
Spaniels, Harvey & the Moonglows (where Marvin Gaye got his
start), and the Five Satins, as well as the Motown sound of the
Temptations and the Miracles. They did one album for Reprise
and then went to Capitol, who has just released their third
album on that label, "Spread the Word." Not a gospel album,
and not entirely a pop album, the music incorporates the
meaning of the lyrics with the incredible emotions the human
voice canrefleet and is a beautiful piece of music. Their
treatment of Bill Withers "Lean on Me" should became a hit
song.
Speaking of the Persuasions and having mentioned Marvin
Gaye reminds me of a pretty good Les McCann album that I
just got this past week, although it has been out for a little
while. Called "Talk to the People," the lead song has the
Persuasions doing backup' vocals on the Gaye hit, "What's
Goin' On," one of the all-time great soulful hits.
McCann has been recording like crazy the last couple of
, years, ever since he and Eddie Harris had a big hit with Eugene
McDaniels' "Compared to What" and in the past few months
he has released this and "Invitation to Openness." Both are
very enjoyable, although I prefer the funkiness of "Talk to
The People." \
I sometimes think I should resent McCann for exposing
Roberta Flack to the world, but he keeps doing lots of good
things for Atlantic Records.
Otis Redding also recorded for an Atlantic affiliate, Atco,
and they recently came out with a two disc set called "The
Best of Otis Redding," which contains almost all of his hit
songs. Some of the songs have been remixed, but few suffer,
and reading through the list of musicians on the sessions is like
aWho's Who of soul, including all of Booker T and the M.G.'s,
Ike Hayes, and other luminaries. If you likes Otis and don't
have the material, the album is a goodie.
- by Billy Threadgill
A .bipartisan group of seven
Senators recently announced
that nearly 500 law school
professors throughout the
country have joined in
opposition to the so-called Equal
EduCational Opportunities Act'
of 1972.
This bill, soon to come before
,the Senate, would virtually ban
student busing necessary to
accomplish school desegregation.
Besides sharply restraining
Federal courts, the bill would
permit all desegregation orders -
going as far back as the 1954
Supreme Court decision in
Brown v. Board of Education - ••••••••••••••••••••
to be reopened for new •
litigation.. Check The
The Senators stated that they. GET A Discount •
had heard from professors at 42 • SUPER BOX ! Table For •
law schools (including the. 99cents Bargains •
National Law Center)
representing every section of the • L:' , d Look for the •
•
Imlte Supply 'Red Tickets'. •
country and of varied political
persuasions.. •
This common petition is an • •
unprecedented expression of
concern by legal scholars who • FREE PA TRIOTfC OR ELECTfON •
feel compelled to speak out • TRANSFER ON ANY SHIRT OR •
against this measure. In their. JACKET BOUGHT. (Supply Limited) •
joint letter the law professors eNIXON-McGOVERN-SPOCK-RED/WHITE/BLUE.
stated that. they had " ..• grave • •
reservations about the
constitutionality of the. •
legislation." • STILL A GOOD STOCK OF SPECIAL •
The professors from the... L.P. RECORDS $1.29 to $9.98 •
George Washington University,
National Law Center, signing • •
this petition were: Richard • '*rrro. •
Allen, John F. Banzhaf III, • ~ •
Monroe H. Freedman, J. Reed • Look for the 'Red Tags: Sav;O% •
Hambrick, Irving Kayton, Roger BOOKS-BOOKS-BOOKS and •
S. Kuhn, Arthur S. Miller, • Special Discontinued Editions More
Robert E. Park, Arnold W.. Law-Medicine-Foreign-Paper Backs • .•
Reitze, Jr., Donald P.. Best Sellers and Texts " •
Rothschild, Teresa M. Schwartz,
Eric S. Sirulnik, RusselL B. • •
Stevenson, Jr., and James E. • •••••••••••••••••••
Starrs. 1
WRITE FOR US!
Profs. Oppose
Anti-busing Bill
\
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The Last Laugh
by Steve Cook
A current leading topic of humor in the U.S. today is
Woman's Liberation. Across the full range of the political
spectrum - from Hope and his Agnew-America to Buchwald
and the high society liberals to Harold C. Gordon ana the
progressive, enlightened ones at the NLC - sexist
discrimination is seen by male "comics," and men in general,
as occasion for lip service and a light-hearted joke. Of course,
women must have equal rights, mind you, but do they have to
wear the pants and carry the balls, too. Yuk. Yuk,
Bullshit.
Sexism in this society rips off men. True, there is no doubt
that, in the politico-economic and, to a lesser extent, social
sense, ours is a "man's world." But what are we so God-awful
proud of? We have created a society where persons are
dehumanized into slots from the moment of birth: Is it a boy
or girl? Is he big or little? strong or weak? handsome or ugly?
smart or dumb? brave or coward? tough or sissy? straight or
.gay? And whichever the label is, life becomes a crusade to
overcome the handlcapand "be a real man" in spite of it.-
And what does a "real man" do. He works nights and
weekends to have that extra edge at the office. He scores with
a, lot of broads (but never with any women). He pays the
a.limon.y~and forgets about the kids. He's never afraid, and he
never.crvs, And hereip lies the irony in being an American
male: you're expeetedto crawl and scramble you're way to
the top of the hill, and the hlllls just a dungheap. The ones on
top will never admit to it: would you after all that work?
Besides, they got used to the stench long ago. May I suggest,
however, that while climbing up the hill, if you find yourself
using the neck of a woman for a stepping stone, please don't
laugh when she starts pulling at your ankle. If she's pulling you
off the heap, be grateful. If she, or anyone else, wants up, let
them by - then get off the pile and save your own neck a lot
of wear and tear.
There-are, I submit, no winners in a rat race. The question is
not are we going to be big boys and share the goodies with
little sister. The challenge is considerably greater, with much
more at stake. The overall issue is something relating to the
general illness that pervades every facet of society: the law, the
economics, the politics, and causes the social injustices,
including Sexism. But the specific question is narrower for
men: when will we come to recognize that sexism mindfucks
everyone involved? For women, the manifestations are more
blatant; the issues easier to define. But sex discrimination is a
two-way street: what does theaveraqe women think of a man
who can't drop lines at a party, or make the football team, or
get into law school, or is gay? And what man isn't aware that
men and women alike are constantly evaluating him on such
criteria?
Wise up, men. Playing the "he-man" game with society is
just as degrading to you as playing the "Miss America" game is
to women. Develop pride in yourself as a person; fight the
machismo scene. The next time some "broad" smiles and says,
"And what do you do?," tell her you're a nurse. Better yet, be
a nurse, You still get to heal people while saving yourself
twelve years on ice.
And don't laugh at women who have enough consciousness
to speak out against discrimination that is screwing you, too.
Men who find humor in the fight to liberate this society from
sexist, discrimination are like the emperor with no clothes
laughing at the Playboy foldout.
Man, the joke's on you.
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VAN VLECK APPELLATE CASE CLUB:
On Friday evening, October 20, 1972, at 8:00 p.rn , in Stockton
Hall, the Case Club will hold the first of "two preliminary rounds of the
1972·73 Upperclass Competition. Room assignments for- the six separate
arguments will be' posted on the Case Club bulletin board prior to the
arguments. This year's competitors will be arguing the
the merits of a . possible constitutionality of a preventive detention statute in
the I;!ypothetical jurisdiction of Stockton before the United States Supreme
Court. Judges for the preliminary rounds will include clerks of the Supreme
Court Justices, attorneys with the United States Attorney's Offlceand the
Public Defender Service, as well as members of the local bar. Many of these
attorneys have special expertise in this area of criminal law. Law students and
their guests are cordially invited to' attend this challenging exercise in
appellate advocacy.
TAX LAWSOCIETY' will present a speaker on the McGovern Tax Reform
Proposals. The speaker will be Tom Troyer, a tax attorney who was one of
the principal authors of the proposals. He will speak on Tuesday, October 24,
in Room 24, in Room 10 at 8:30 p.m. There will be a short meeting of the
Tax Law Society for members and interested persons at 8:00 p.rn,
letters, from p. 4 Kiley, 'from .p, 4
The "ruling class" in this what you term my "value
country is basically the people, judgement" in favor of big cities,
although I agree thC't they do "where the alienation,- crime,
abdicate a great deal of influence harried pace and breakdown of
by 'allowing' organizations public services have increased
(corporations" labor unions, proportionate to city size. I take
foundations) to fund political this to mean that Washington, in
candidates instead of granting your opinion, does not qualify'
public money to them. The under this critieria. Ms. Springer,
secret ballot and public at last count Washington's crime
referendums (not to mention 'rate per capita was very much
protests and impeachments) are like New York's.
their communicative means to Now I'm getting away
effectuate fairly evolutionary from the point, which is that I
'social change instead of waiting found the concerts and the craft
for a likeable revolutionary shows ·and the parks and
dictator to do it for them, _ everything that' makes
For these reasons, law can be Washington a rather nice, place
used to lead a portion of the ·tolive. But I wasted a lot of
people who resist the change of time doing it, time that I don't
most of the people. want to see others waste, And
I,f .you want to change the that, Ms. Springer was what I
maioritvrbv non-law m~thods, was trying to say --- don't waste
be prepared to accept their legal· that time' don't get turned off
tyranny until they w~nt less law, by what :nay appear at first to
and then ac~eptthelr non-legal be an unfeeling attitude. I
~yranny. I Will use the law and sincerely hope that most people
Its tyranny to lead (or follow) h d th t' I did t thel h ' h dl . I w o. rea e ar ICe I no get err c anges In t e irectrons th id did If I' , , e same I eayou I. so .
want to go. We may both arnve ti I I' ,
th I I, d ' I ru y apo ogrze.at e same ega an socia
conditions.
Legal Activism Can Work
enough to accomodate 200 years
of social and political progress,
but in many cases to be the
forerunner of social change. It is
not simply an inert appendage to
reflect the pre-formed virtues of
contemporary society. One need
look no further than the
preceding 20 years to see
dramatic changes led by the law
in both the judicial and
legislative fields, such as Brown
v. Board of Education (1954)
and the 1964 Civil Rights Act.'
As long as the law arbltrerllv-:
condoned the deprivation of full
citlzenshlp rights to a major
segment of the population, a
large portion of our society felt
morally justified in perpetuating
those injustices. Similarly, Ralph
Nader's auto safety campaign,
bitterly contested by Detroit's
Powe r Structure,' was
instrumental in' spurring
Congress to create' Federal
Automobile Safety Standards.
Admittedly, these judicial and
legislative advances have not
proven a panacea to the nation's
ills, but they are a significant
step forward, which has had a
positive effect on the daily lives'
of many individuals ..
Through diligent effort, legal
activism, whether litigation or
legislative pressure, can effect
social change. Dedication is the
key - law is the method,
whether manipulated directly by
the actuator or' via an
'intermediary agent. Dedication
implies perseverance; for neither
legal change nor social change
will occur overnight. The
combination of dedication with
legal ability is a synergistic force
that has and can produce
effective results. .
Jim Leone
by Alexander J. Ogrinz III
(This article is in response to
an article in the Sept. 20th issue
of THE ADVOCATE, Law SeEl,n
as Hostile to Change.) .
Legal activism is. a road
fraught with the discourage-
ments of, legal delays, adverse
judgments; denied appeals,and
other setbacks. Some
discouraged individuals, it
appears, tend to blame the entire
legal system for their failure to
attain instant access to their'
goals. They ignore history with
propositons that the American
system of law undermines the,
ideals of the American
Revolution and that the Law
retards, rather than leads,
American society.
The one central ideal of the
American Revolution -, the
inviolable dignity of man":' was
preserved by the Founding
Fathers in the Bill of Rights. A
written law, the Constitution,
the "supreme law of the land,"
is essential to any orderly
functioning of society with any
semblance of justice and
fairness. The only alternatives to
a written law is law by man -
which has proven to be
notoriously unjust - or law by
Divine Presence - a rather
remote possibility. Until basic
human nature itself changes -
until the innate drive for prestige
and power, the inner greed for
more material wealth is
extinguished from all persons in
a society - the supremacy of the
rule of law will be indispensible
for over 200 million people to
co-exist on this small .ccnttnent.
The American written law has
proven itself not only versatile
Edward J.Kiley.
Clark, from p. 5 ,I
Right now I'm sti II trying to
figure out if law and I have
anything in common. I've,
discovered that if we do, it's not
much. I don't want to work for
the government, in a firm, or in
a rat-race NLS office. I've cut
my options down to two -
private practice or the law
commune.
Regardless of which
ultimately choose, I'm going to
try to concentrate my efforts in .
a developing free community
somewhere, probably in
Washington. And that is why I'm
pleased with the advice Igot and
the fact that I followed it.
Every developing free
community needs two things
from lawyers: first, it. needs
protection and, second, it needs
advice on how best to use the
system. to its advantage. ,Only
the basics of law can be of any
true service in either case. If
you're inclined this way, think
about what Mike and, Whitey
had to say.
SBA Grode Study \
Course/Professor
Insurance/Pock
Conflicts/Seldelso n
Restitution/Sharpe
Property /SChiller
Corporations/Stevenson
Equity/PoCk
Evidence/Robinson
Evidence/Freedman
Law & Psychiatry/Alien
Agency & Part./Sharpe
sales/Albert
Crime Lab/Starrs
Fed. Jurisdiction/Park
Comm. Paper/Albert -
, Estate Planning/Spelller
Income TaX/Hambrick
Land Dev. Law/Brown
Gov't. Contracts/Nash
Business Plannlng/Tucker
N~otlatlons/Ramundo
Labor Unions/Gold
Labor Law/ Merrifield
,.T & E/Weaver
Coil. Bargaining/Rothschild
Adv. cnm, Pro./Starrs
Domestic Rel./Albert
'"
Median
79
73
77
17
76
17'
77
84
80
75
82
87
78
81
75
74
81
76
79
82
75
79
76
80
.', 83
79
No. of Stus.
126
83
75
56
23
4g.
58
22
81
49
40
64
44
85
19
36
51
23
20
23
54
30
33 .
62
35
43
%A
10 1
9 A
17 1
9 5
o 17
16 6
24 12
46· 5
30 6
16 6
25 0
98 - 0
18 4
28 0
5 5
9 14
32 0
22 5,
20 0
17 0
2 0
17 13
15 6
7 2
49 0
4 4
SOLICIT!
Ads, that is.
For the Advocate.
As our business manager.
For a 20% commission. /
Interested?
Call 676·7325. ;,
Or stop by.
Soon. ".~tt.if:
'''''::{'j~('f::::\~'::''i'i~ji~,''''/';J,.; ~
Dave'
Margolis
College and Career.
clothing fo! men
on the comer
22nd & G Sts N.W.
atAmerican University ,
4523 Wisconsin Ave N.W.
(across from Sears)
5%OFF
ON MOST CASEBOOKS,
HORNBOOKS,
AND STUDY AIDS". • •
WASHINGTON
LAW BOOK CO.
1917 E.YE ST. ST. N.W. ,TEL. 785-0424
open 9:30 - 6:00 daily
9:30 -8:30 every Thursday
10:00 - 2:00 Saturdays
COME BY AND BROWSE!
